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Educational Goal  
It is my desire to obtain a bachelor's degree in Criminal Justice Administration. 
 
Learning Summary 
I am currently Retired after completing a 32-year career in law enforcement. Within those 32 
years, I have gained a tremendous amount of hands-on learning in the areas of management and 
leadership.  
 
Experience includes leadership roles in first-level management, mid-level management, and 
executive-level management. I am very focus driven and a highly motivated individual who 
strives to perform at the highest levels within the organizational structure. 
 
Obtained working knowledge by taking on projects that require the ability to manage multiple 
components and work closely with others as the lead person to achieve the desired results. 
 
 I have developed my organizational skills through participation in several upper level 
management schools and practical application of learned skills.  Two of the key components to 
my success are continuous learning and communication, which is why I am striving to obtain my 
bachelor’s degree and to become a better listener.  
 
Professional Experience 
 
Major, Jefferson County Sheriff's Office                     Louisville, KY                    2013-Present 
Promoted to the rank of Major in October of 2013 and assumed command of the Reserve 
Division; it is comprised of nearly 100 volunteer deputies, of which 12 are 
supervisors/commanders. I am also responsible for one full-time Lieutenant commander, who is 
the Assistant Division commander.  
 
I perform administrative and supervisory duties of considerable difficulty in upper level 
management. I serve as a member of the Sheriff's staff and report directly to the Sheriff. My 
responsibilities include developing procedures and policies that directly affect personnel and 
equipment. I am also responsible for planning, organizing and implementing the methods and 
procedures needed to accomplish special assigned projects. 
 
My duties include the exercise of command and supervision of others directly and through 
subordinate personnel in carrying out assigned task such as recruiting staff for events, managing 
specialty units, special projects, and training.  
 



I am responsible for all personnel and operations of assigned work sector or project area. I advise 
the Sheriff on all matters concerning the management and administration of assigned work area 
or project area.  
 
Currently I am the Accreditation manager for the agency.  I possess the skills to interpret 
professional standards, read and write directives that meet compliance, identify and show proofs 
of compliance, and have a working knowledge of both the standards and the process & program 
manuals.  This position also requires that I work very closely with all the other the Division 
commanders within the agency to make sure that we achieve compliance in all areas.  It is 
important that this process be properly facilitated because the agencies accreditation status could 
be negatively impacted.  
 
Another one of my roles is coordinator for the Law Enforcement Support Office (LESO) 1033 
program.  I am tasked with identifying resources that the agency is able to effectively utilize in 
various areas.  This role requires that I have the ability to navigate through a great deal of web 
site information and identify resources that would be economically beneficial and of practical 
use.  
 
Additionally this position requires that I work closely with the state coordinator and our federal 
partners.  I am required to be familiar with a significant amount of forms and federal regulations 
that govern the use of federal resources that our agency might be approved for through the loan 
program. I keep the Sheriff updated on any major changes in policies or regulations that affect 
our status with the program. 
 
Captain, Jefferson County Sheriff's Office                     Louisville, KY                     2009-2013                          
I was promoted to Captain in April of 2009 and assigned to Courts Division as Assistant 
Commander.  Essential functions include planning, directing, managing, and administering 
activities of the Courts Division.  
 
Responsibilities included supervising the activities of subordinate commanders of assigned units 
and served as a liaison between assigned units and command staff.  I assigned duties and 
equipment to Lieutenants and Sergeants; checked and reviewed reports daily; and inspected 
personnel and equipment. 
 
I provided timely, accurate and complete communication to supervisors and peers by facilitating 
the flow of information between deputies and staff. I developed work schedules for staffing 
development; monitored scheduling to assure efficient and effective use of personnel and budget 
resources; and directed and monitored the daily operating functions and activities of the 
Division.  
 
Personally directed and assisted subordinates in handling difficult situations.  I evaluated and 
determined training needs of assigned areas to assure that the agency standards and maintained 
necessary certifications.  I responded to, evaluated, and aided in resolving internal and citizen 
complaints and personal problems.  
 



Conducted and reviewed performance evaluations on subordinates and also submitted 
recommendations that assisted with the disciplinary process. I reviewed reports of subordinates 
to assure accuracy, completeness, legibility, and timeliness.  Also, I performed any other duties 
that were assigned on a temporary basis. 
 
 
Lieutenant, Jefferson County Sheriff's Office                     Louisville, KY                2007-2009               
I was promoted to Lieutenant in November of 2007 and assigned as the Assistant Commander of 
the Reserve Division.  Essential functions included administrative duties and the command of 
volunteer personnel who were assigned to events.  
 
Enforced all state and federal laws, supervised activities of the unit, served as a liaison between 
assigned units and command staff, and assigned duties and equipment to subordinates.  
 
Work functions included making arrests and issuing citations for violators of federal, state, local 
laws, and regulations.  I developed work schedules for staffing development and monitored 
scheduling to assure efficient and effective use of personnel and budget resources. 
 
Directed and monitored the daily operating functions and activities within the Division; 
evaluated and determined training needs to assure compliance of agency standards; and 
maintained certifications.  
 
I provided timely, accurate, and complete information to supervisors and peers by facilitating the 
flow of information between deputies and staff. I conducted and reviewed performance 
evaluations of subordinates.  
 
I submitted recommendations to assist with the disciplinary process. I reviewed reports of 
subordinates to assure accuracy, completeness, legibility and timeliness and also assumed duties 
of subordinates when required. 
 
Sergeant, Jefferson County Sheriff's Office                     Louisville, KY                    2006-2007                         
I was promoted to Sergeant in June of 2006 and assigned as the commander of the Process Unit. 
The position required the management of 19 process servers and five process office clerks.  My 
essential functions were supervising the activities of subordinates in my assigned unit, assigning 
duties to subordinates, inspections of personnel and equipment and enforcement of all federal, 
state, local laws, and regulations.  
 
Some of my management functions included directing and monitoring daily operations of civil 
process servers and civilian personnel. Responsible for preparation and conducting annual 
performance evaluations for subordinates.  
 
Reviewed reports and others forms for accuracy, legibility completeness and timeliness. I 
performed additional duties as needed on temporary basis and provided accurate, and timely 
communications to supervisors, peers, and subordinates. I entered time into AS400 system daily.  
 



Monitored performance through Computer Aid Dispatch System for deputies who exhibited 
marginal performance.  Conducted individual ride-alongs with each Deputy quarterly.  Monthly 
vehicle inspections were conducted to assure that all vehicles were kept clean and in good 
working order.  I performed weapons inspections annually.  Daily, I performed roll calls to 
disseminate pertinent information to subordinates. 
 
Captain, US Corrections Company                                   Newton, TX                       1992-1993                  
I was assigned to the position of Chief of Security Operations.  This facility housed 
approximately 300 inmates.  I was responsible for daily operations of maximum security facility 
that housed individuals waiting to be transitioned into the Texas penal system.  
 
Managerial duties included supervision of three Lieutenant Commanders, four Sergeants and 35 
correctional officers.  I acted as Disciplinary Committee Chairman. I was responsible for 
monitoring the classification process, monitoring inmate activities such as daily feeding, 
recreation, and daily visits to the Administrative Segregation area.  
 
Other responsibilities included preparing performance evaluations for subordinates, providing 
feedback related to problem-solving to assist shift commanders, reviewing reports before they 
were passed along to superior officers, and any other additional duties and projects that might be 
assigned to me by the Director. 
 
Lieutenant, Concepts Incorporated                                    Groesbeck, TX                  1990-1992    
This position was classified as Shift Commander.  I was responsible for shift operations of 
minimum security facility that housed approximately 100 inmates.  
 
Managerial responsibilities included assignment of correctional officer to duty post, monitoring 
inmate activities, answering inmate request for assistance, conducting roll calls, and monitoring 
the administrative segregation area at the beginning and end of shift.  Additional responsibilities 
included preparing and reviewing performance evaluations for subordinates, and inspections of 
the facility. 
 
Building Lieutenant, Texas Department of Corrections     Tennessee Colony, TX       1982-
1990 
This position was classified as Assistant Shift Commander.  I was responsible for shift 
operations, which included two specific areas of focus.  
 
Managed the movement of inmates to various areas within the institution both inside and outside 
the facility. These areas included the dining hall, showers, education department, recreational 
yards, vocational schools, work stations, and chapel services.  
 
Other responsibilities included assuring that Correctional Officers accomplished specific tasks 
such as mail delivery, ingress/egress protocols, Commissary, observe inmate activities in 
dayrooms, and monitor inmate traffic within the institution.  
 



The position required that I review all reports for accuracy, legibility and completeness, prepare 
shift rosters, perform uniform inspections, counsel staff, and prepare and review semi-annual and 
annual performance evaluations for subordinates. 
 
 
Education 
University of Virginia                               17/Hrs.                              2012 
University of Louisville                            16/Hrs.                              2000 
Eastern Kentucky University                    16/Hrs.                              1994 
 
Management Schools 
FBI National Academy                                                                        2012 
Academy of Police Supervision                                                           2005      
Southern Police Institute                                                                      2000 
 
 
                                                                                                       



 




